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other, noisier, might repeat a shot up to twenty times unti! he believes he has 
obtained the necessary meaning. The author would like the photograph to 
retain its excitement, liveliness and authenticity in a world which is 
becoming more and more technicalized. 
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This article analyses the "acceptable" level of credibility enjoyed by the 
news issued by press agencies. Agency journalism -according to the author -
up unti! now has not generated the same volume of criticism or social 
mistrust that other media ha ve. 
The credit enjoyed by agencies is the result of their nature and the fact that 
they act as "information Wholesalers". By having clients of a wide variety of 
tendencies they are "condemned to impartiality", albeit more as a result of 
economic necessity rather than virtue. 
Four example, the agency complies with the duty of rectification marked by 
the Deontological Code of Catalan Joumalists. For the agency, rectification 
is a "market imperative". Rectification must take place immediately, before 
the mistake is printed. Otherwise legal and even economic Jiabilities may be 
brought to bear u pon the agency. 
Another affinity between the Deontological Code and agencies is the clear 
distinction between facts and opinions (first point in the Deontological 
Code). For agencies, facts are sacred. Even the "news analysis" based on the 
opinons o f others ne ver introduces the writer or the editor' s criteri on. 
Nevertheless, all of this does not mean that agency journalism is alien to the 
deontological problems that affect the sector. An agency news office can be 
a place be a place where "manipulation" occurs constantly: from the 
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coverage of information proposed by the editor, via the kind of coverage or 
the reinserting of a note by the editor. 
Cla ret goes on to analyze the changes wh ich have taken place in 
communication as a result of techonological breakthroughs. Information 
arri ves in "prime time" (fall of the Berlin Wall, Gulf War). News has to be 
"sold". It must be dramatized. In this respect, the ethical levels of the Code 
must be determined if if "we do not want others to determine the límits of 
freedom of expression". 
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A member of the communications collective might -or might not -wonder 
whether his professional behaviour responds to society's ethical principies. 
In the tirst case, he will also consider whether, as Mc Luhan said, the social 
communications media have given birth to a new kind of man and society. 
The author of this article also wonders whether the reflexive professional 
sees present-day society immersed in moments of disorientation. 
If so, what is to be done? he asks. "Everything depends on each person's 
ethic" he answers. And he puts forth the example of some North American 
writers who in their works on the mass-media expound how a person's duty 
is imposed on him. Then, according to Cuní, in a newspaper office there 
will be as many ethics as there are human elements. Politicians are asked to 
be ethical and it is believed that some businessmen have lost their sense of 
ethics. The article in question observed some changes derived from 
evo luti on: disenchantment and disorientation. That is why Catalan 
journalists have plumped for the Deontological Code, which recaUs the 
principies of professional uprightness which were lost somewhere along the 
road to evolution and social progress. 
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